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Features you need, Prices you want.

ELE-SMD

What’s Included
Cheese Stick Jr. (CHES-JR)

15mm pair of rods - 12 inch (ELE-15R12)
15mm pair of rods - 18 inch (ELE-15R18)

15mm Rod Adaptor (ELE-15RDA)
15mm rod mount (ELE-15rm)

15mm right angle rod adaptor (ELE-90-15rda)
Right Angle Mount (ELE-90-m)

DoubleCheese Plate (ELE-DBLPT)
Grip Bar/Foam (ELE-GB-F)

Handle Arm (ELE-HDLE)
Cheese Plate (ELE-PT)
Universal Pad (ELE-UP)

Rossette Screw

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimension: 26" x 18" x 7"

Weight (lbs): 3.8
Shipping Weight: 4.8

The ikan Shoulder Mount Deluxe
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The “Fixed” Is In

ikan is proud to announce the most anticipated addition to 
its Elements line of DSLR fly kit configurations…the Elements 
Shoulder Mount Deluxe. This unit latches securely to the users 
shoulder utilizing two adjustable clamp pads for locked-in 
stability while the included foam grips provide uncompro-
mised control. The 18 inch, 15mm handle bar rail is ideal for 
mounting an articulating arm which is the perfect position for 
your ikan HD camera monitor. Two durable, 15mm rods are 
the base for a reliable shooting foundation provided by a 
15mm rail mount and cheese plate offering 62mm spacing, 
¼ 20, 3/8 and 4mm receiver slots for DSLR compatibility while 
two 15mm rod adapters allows the user to adjust stabilized 
mounting positions based on the shooters comfort level. The 
Shoulder Mount Deluxe offers a variety of rear loaded 
receiver slots for multiple mounting options including ¼ 20, 
3/8, 4mm and 100mm VESA or mount an additional double 
cheese plate for even more expandability. With an array of 
accessory mounting combinations, i.e. DSLR device, follow 
focus, monitor, battery plate, ikan HDMI-HD-SDI converter 
box or an additional tripod mount for drop and shoot capa-
bility, the ikan Elements Shoulder Mount Deluxe will immedi-
ately become a video professional’s most resourceful tool 
providing hours of comfortable shooting.


